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SEMI-SPECIAL PERMUTATIONS ON [p q r] 
BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of October 26, 1957) 
The importance of semi-special permutations lies in their natural 
association with the structure of finite groups with two independent 
generators (see YACOUB [1] and DoUGLAS [2]). For this reason, the 
determination of semi-special permutations on [n], when n is given, 
seems interesting. If n·= p, where p is an odd prime. the semi-special 
permutations on [p] are all linear [1, Corollary 4.13]. Further, if n=p q 
(p<q, say) where p and q are odd primes, the semi-special·permutations 
on [pq] are all linear except when p divides q-1 (for the non-linear 
permutations in this case, see YACOUB [3], Theorem 4.6). 
In the present note, we proceed furthermore to obtain the semi-special 
permutations on [p q r ], where p, q and r are odd primes which are all 
distinct. (The case, when two of the primes p, q and r are equal, will be 
treated in a separate note; but the case when p, q, r are all equal was 
treated by the author very recently [4, Theorem 8]. 
1. I~ this paragraph, we collect the results which will be required. 
Theorem 1 : (i) If there is a non-linear semi-special permutation :n; 
on [n] with principal number 8 and if :n; induces mod 8 the identity 
permutation, then :n; can be written in the form 
(1) :n;x = x+8A.(1 +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod n), 
where A. is prime to N, N = nf8, and 
(2) w•-1 = 0 (mod N), w- 1 =f. 0 (mod N). 
(ii) Conversely, if A. is prime to N, and if w satisfies (2), then (1) 
defines a non-linear semi-special permutation of the desired type [3, 
Theorem 3.1]. 
Theorem 2: (i) If there is a non-linear semi-special permutation :n; 
on [n] with principal number 8, if :n; induces mod 8 a linear permutation 
other than the identity and if :n;1 = t, then t is prime to n and :n; can be 
written in the form 
(3) 
with 
:n;x =·tx+81f'(x) (mod n), 
z-1 
1p(1) = 0 (mod N), 1p(x) == R ! (x-i) (Ji- 1 (mod N), for x;;;. 2, 
i-1 
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where R is prime to N, N =n/8, and 
(4) 1 +0+ ... +0•-1 = 0 (mod N). 
Moreover, if h is the order of t mod 8, and u is defined mod N by 




u+ ~ th-i-ltp(ti) (modN) is prime toN; 
i=O 
h-1 
u(0-1) = ~ th-i- 1{tp(2ti)-(0+1)tp(ti)} (mod N); 
i=O 
h-1 
(7) ~ th-i- 1(1+0+ ... +01'-1)2(0"'1'-0")-0 (mod N):x=1,2, ... ,8. 
i=O 
(ii) Conversely, if t is prime to n, R is prime. to N and if 0, t, R are 
chosen in such a way to satisfy ( 4--7), then the permutation defined by 
(3) is of the required type (3, Theorem 3.10]. 
With the notation of Theorem 2, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary: If (0 -1, N) = 1, then n can be defined by 
nx = (t-8 R (0 -1)) x+8 R (0'"-1) (mod n), 
where t is prime to n, R is prime to N and are chosen such that 
h-1 
(8) u+R{ ~ th-i-1(01'-1)-(0-1)th-lh} (mod N) is prime toN; 
i=O 
h-1 . 
(9) u(0-1)-R{ ~th-i- 1 (01'-1)(01'-0)+(0-1)2 th- 1 h} (mod N); 
•-o 
h-1 
(10) ~ th-i- 1(01' -1)2 (O:J:t' -0") = 0 (mod N) :x= 1, 2, ... , 8. 
i=O 
For the proof, see [3, Corollary 3.42]. Also, condition (10) is obtained 
from (7) on the multiplication of both sides by (0-1)2• [Note that such 
an operation has no effect on condition (7) since (0-1, N)=1]. 
For the sake ofbrievity, we shall refer to condition (8) by A(8, N; t, 0, R), 
condition (9) by B(8, N; t, e, R) and condition (10) by 0(8, N; t, 0). 
The phrase ord (x, 8)=a means that xis any number prime to 8 whose 
order mod 8 is a. 
2. We devote this section to the semi-special permutations on [p q r] 
having p as a principal number. Let n be such a permutation. We have 
to consider two cases: 
Case (1). Suppose first that n induces mod p the identity permutation. 
Then by Theorem 1 a number w exists such that 
(11) wP-1 0 (mod q r), w -1 ¢- 0 (mod q r). 
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Relations ( 11) are satisfied only in the following cases: 
(i) when pI q-1, pI r-1, ord (ro, q r)=p; 
(ii) when plq-1, but pfr-1,ord(ro,q)=p and ro=1 (modr) 
[by the symbol p f r- 1, we mean that p is not a factor of r -1]; 
(iii) when pI r-1, but pf q-1, ord (ro, r)=p and w = 1 (mod q). 
Hence by Theorem 1 if A. is prime to q r" and w is chosen properly according 
to what is pointed above, then the permutation 
:n:x = x+pA. (1 +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
is of the type required. 
Case (2). Suppose next that :n: induces mod p a linear permutation 
other than the identity. Then by Theorem 2 there exists a number () 
such that 
(12) 1 +0+ ... +(}1'-1 = 0 (mod q r). 
Equation (12) will be satisfied if and only if pI q-1 and pI r-1; in 
this case ord (0, q r)=p. Also (0-1, q r)= 1, so we can apply the corollary 
of Theorem 2 and the induced permutation will be 
:n:x- (t-p R (0-1)) x+p R (fJ"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where t is prime to p q r, R is prime to q r and are chosen such that 
A(p, q r; t, (), R), B(p, q r; t, 0, R) and O(p, q r; t, 0) are satisfied. 
We have thus established 
Theorem 3: (i) There is no semi-special permutation on [p q r] 
with principal number p . unless p divides at least one of the numbers 
q-1, r-l. 
(ii) Moreover, if plq-1 but pfr-1,ord(ro,q)=p and ro=1 
(mod r); or if P 1 r-1 but pf q-1, ord(w, r)=p and w = 1 (mod q), 
then the semi-special permutations on [p q r] with pas a principal number 
are 
:n:x = x+pA. (1+w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to q r. 
(iii) . Finally, if pI q-:-1 and pI r-1, ord (ro, q r)=p and ord (0, q r)=p; 
then the semi-special permutations on [p q r] having p as a principal 
number are of the forms 
:n:x = x+pA. (1 +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to q r, and 
:n:x = (t-p R (0-1)) x+p R (0"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where t is prime to p q r, R is prime to q r and are chosen such that 
A(p, q r; t, 0, R), B(p, q r; t, 0, R) and O(p, q r; t, 0) are satisfied. 
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3. In this paragraph, we construct the semi-special permutations :n; 
on [p q r] with p q as a principal number. We consider the two cases: 
Case (1). Suppose first that :n; induces mod p q the identity permu-
tation. Then by Theorem l a number co exists such that 
(13) W"l-l = 0 (mod t), co-l ¢= 0 (mod r). 
The first of (13) cannot be satisfied unless p q I r-l; in this case 
ord (co, r)=pq and :n; will be of the form 
:n;x = x+p q A(l+co+ ... +coz-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to r. 
Case (2). Suppose next that :n; induces mod p q a linear permutation 
other than the identity. Then by Theorem 2 there exists a number 0 
such that 
(14) l +0+ ... +Ova-l= 0 (mod r). 
Equation (14) cannot be satisfied unless p q I r-l; in this case ord (0, r)= 
p q and ( 0- l, r) = l, hence by the Corollary of Theorem 2 :n; is of the 
form 
:n;x = (t-p q R (0-l)) x+p q R (00:-l) (mod p q r) 
where tis prime top q r, R is prime to rand are chosen in such a way that 
A(pq, r; t, 0, R), B(pq, r; t, 0, R) and O(pq, r; t, 0) are satisfied. We 
have thus the following theorem. 
Theorem 4: (i) There is no semi-special permutation on [p q r] 
with p q as a principal number except when p q I r -l. 
(ii) Moreover, if p q I r -1, ord (co, r) = p q and ord (0, r) = p q; then 
the semi-special permutations on [p q r] having p q as a principal number 
are 
:n:x=x+pqA(l+co+ ... +coz-1) (modpqr) 
where A is prime to r, and 
:n;x = (t-p q R (0-l)) x+p q R(Oz-1) (mod p q r) 
where t is prime to p q r, R is prime to r and are chosen so that 
A(p q, r; t, 0, R), B(p q, r; t, 0, R) and O(p q, r; t, 0) are satisfied. 
Conclusion: Theorems 3 and 4 supply, on the interchange of 
p, q, r in every possible way, all the semi-special permutations on [p q r] 
which are not linear. In order to be precise, we can assume without loss 
of generality that p<q<r. Then we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 5: If pf q-1, pf r-1, qf r-1, the semi-special permu-
tations. on [p q r J are all linear. 
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Theorem 6: (i) Ifplq-I,pfT-I,qfr-I,thenon-linearsemi-
special permutations on [p q r] are 
:nx = x+p A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q T), 
where A is prime to q T, ord (w, q) = p and w - I (mod r). 
(ii) Further, if p f q-I, pI r-I, q f r-I, the non-linear semi-special 
permutations on [p q r] are 
:nx _ x+p A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to q r, ord (w, r)=p and w _I (mod q). 
(iii) Lastly, if pf q-I, pf T-I, q IT-I, the non-linear semi-special 
permutations on [p q r] are 
:nx- x+q A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to p r, ord (w, r)=q and w _I (mod p). 
Theorem 7: (i) If pf q-I, pI r-I, q I r-1, the non-linear semi-
special permutations on [p q r] are 
:nx x+pA (I+w+ ... +w"'-1) (modpqr) 
where A is prime to q r, ord (w, r) = p, w- I (mod q); 
:nx- x+q A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to p r, ord (w, r) = q, w = I (mod p); 
:nx _ x+p q A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime toT, ord (w, r)=pq; and 
:nx _ (t-p q R (0-1)) x+p q R (0"'-I) (mod p q r) 
where tis prime to p q r, R is prime to r, ord (0, r) = p q and are chosen 
in such a way that A(p q, r; t, 0, R), B(p q, r; t, 0, R) and O(p q, r; t, 0) 
are satisfied. 
(ii) If pI q-1, pf r-1, q I r-1, the non-linear semi-special permu-
tations on [p q r] are 
:nx x+p A (1 +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to q r, ord (w, q) = p, w = 1 (mod r); and 
:nx = x+q A (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to p r, ord (w, r) =q, w - 1 (mod p). 
(iii) If pj q-1, PI r-1, but qfr-1, the non-linear semi-special 
permutations on [p q r] are 
:nx x+p A. (I +w+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A is prime to q T, ord (w, q r)=p, and 
:nx = (t-p R (0-1)) x+p R (0"'-I) (mod p q r) 
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where tis prime top q r, R is prime to q r, ord (0, q r)=p and are chosen 
such that A(p, q r; t, 0 ,R), B(p, q r; t, 0, R) and C(p, q r; t, 0) are 
satisfied. 
Theorem 8: If pI q-1, pI r-1 and q I r-1, the non-linear semi-
special permutations on [p q r] are 
:n;x = x+p A. (1 +ro+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to qr, ord (ro, qr)=p, 
:n;x == (t-p R (0-1)) x+p R (0"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where t is prime to p q r, R is prime to q r, ord (0, q r) = p and are chosen 
such that A(p, q r; t, 0, R), B(p, q r; t, 0, R) and C(p, q r; t, 0) are 
satisfied; 
:n;x = x+q A. (1 +ro+ ... +w"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to p r, ord (ro, r) =q, ro = 1 (mod p); 
:n;x = x+p q A. (1 +ro+ ... +ro"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where A. is prime to r, ord (ro, r)=p q; and 
:n;x = (t-p q R (0-1)) x+p q R (0"'-1) (mod p q r) 
where t is prime to p q r, R is prime to r, ord (0, r) = p q and are chosen 
such that A(p q, r; t, 0, R), B(p q ,r; t, 0, R) and C(p q, r; t, 0) are 
satisfied. 
Alexandria University, Egypt 
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